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The next stage of the fintech evolution is rebundling. 

At the core of the industry, the catalyst for fintech evolution has continued to 
be disruption and innovation, but not one banking or financial services issue can 
simply be resolved with only disruption or innovation. 

After the global financial crisis of 2008, it would have been unusual to have more 
than one or two banking relationships. 

However, the emergence of an open playing field, and with the application of the 
Second Payment Services Directive – more commonly known as PSD2 – across 
Europe, non-financial businesses were able to leverage open banking and open 
finance initiatives to offer financial services directly to their customers. 

This, in turn, widened the competition and resulted in the birth of fintech 
businesses that each focused on attacking one part of the banking value chain – be 
it payments, lending, FX, or another type of offering. Slow, complex, and expensive 
processes were no longer the status quo; and alternative players started to 
disintermediate the incumbents.

These new entrants increasingly became popular because of their intention to 
improve customer experience and provide better products and services than the 
banks could – and in many cases, disruptors were both better and cheaper than 
the banks.
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Further to this, new fintech channels and platforms have become viable competitors 
to traditional players, tempting consumers away from the institutions they trust in 
favour of better user experiences. Now it is not unusual for people to have up to 15 
financial apps downloaded on to their phone. 

According to S&P Global research included in the McKinsey Retail Banking Survey, 
fintech companies “have grown from a sideshow to the elephant in the room for 
banks. By engaging customers in their daily lives to solve specific financial needs with 
a distinctive experience while delivering back useful customer insights with advanced 
analytics, these digital companies have gained customers by the millions and a rapt 
audience of investors attracted to their compelling growth story.” 

As shown in the diagram below, in the United States, roughly 40% of retail clients are 
already banking with a fintech or a Big Tech. In Western Europe, this penetration is at 
30%. “The main reasons to bank with fintechs are price and customer experience—
more precisely easy access, speed of service, and app features. In the United States 
and the United Kingdom, these providers represent 3 to 5% of banking revenues,”  
the report explained. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial services/our insights/global banking annual review 2021 the great divergence/global-banking-annual-review-2021-the-great-divergence-final.pdf
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Fintechs are catching up with banks in valuation, and already capture 
3 to 5 percent of banking revenues in the US and the UK.
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First, fintech unbundled the bank. 

Now, a decade on, organisations are rebundling. 

Today, rather than just challenging specific verticals, fintech companies have evolved 
and are now looking to offer a range of products and services that combine the 
benefits of an efficient user experience and trust in a brand. 

According to Deloitte: “For decades, the bank has been a ‘supermarket’ for our 
financial needs. The bank pays once to acquire you as a customer but can cross-sell 
multiple products over the course of your relationship. The hub of it all was the ‘free’ 
current account - one of the great customer acquisition tools of all time.

“Of the above services, the bank can give you one to three for ‘free’ and seek to make 
revenue from doing the other jobs. Because you spend a lot of time engaging with 
your bank, when you need something else related, they are the natural starting point.”

Fintech companies are reimagining the definition of what a bank can provide. New 
financial players are also sourcing better energy deals, providing shopping discounts 
and advanced budgeting tools to customers.  

This shift mirrors what has already occurred in sectors such as the 
telecommunications industry, where bundling has been a beneficial strategy that 
offers more value to customers and maximises customer lifetime value (CLV). 

https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/financial-services/articles/re-bundling-the-bank.html
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Rebundling – the convergence of banking services – is the next phase of the 
fintech evolution and is already happening in two ways. 

Source: Citi

02     |   What is rebundling?
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The first is that incumbents are collaborating with fintech startups and are optimising 
internal processes and customer journeys, launching joint products, and creating an 
ecosystem of financial services around the bank, following the implementation of 
PSD2.

Secondly, challenger banks are realising that they must offer a wider range of services 
to satisfy their clients’ needs. 

There is great opportunity to be found in rebundling and recognising the value of 
delivering multiple solutions from one platform. Rebundling helps customers fix not 
just one problem, but the complete lifecycle of challenges they encounter when 
engaging with the financial services that make their lives and businesses tick. 

Businesses in the financial services industry can no longer be held back by their legacy 
systems – banks and payments companies must rebundle to deliver full solution stacks 
for an ever-growing online marketplace. 

According to Søren Skov Mogensen, chief growth officer at Banking Circle Group, 
“doubling down on key propositions, expanding winning software, platforms and 
infrastructure, and collaborating with applications to create a platform of tailored, 
rebundled solutions for the customer, increases customer stickiness across core 
markets.”  

To bundle together multiple products and offer them to customers at a competitive 
pace, fintech firms should actually work strategically together. 

One trusted brand offering a range of financial services that an individual or a 
client’s customer may want or need, increases competitive advantage, and rebundling 
increases the fintech firm’s value as an entity. 
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McKinsey’s ‘Global Banking Annual Review 2021: The great divergence’ revealed 
that capital markets are factoring in a growing divergence in valuations between the 
banking industry’s top-performing banks and those that are merely keeping afloat. 

The report highlights: “The global economy has surprised to the upside, and banks have 
escaped the worst. But the outlook for the industry is clouded by the fact that half of 
banks do not cover their cost of equity. In coming years, banks have a chance at decent 
but not spectacular performance. Three macro factors – interest rates, government 
support for economic recovery, and the way banks manage excess liquidity – will tell 
much of the tale. But regardless of the macro scenario, banks’ business models remain 
overly liquid and capital-intense, with balance sheets that are less attractive and less 
relevant for revenue monetization than those of institutions focused on origination. 
Finally, digital disruption has been accelerated by the pandemic, giving fintechs and 
other digital players an opportunity to consolidate their considerable progress in 
financial services.” 

Fintech firms that want to remain on the right side of this divergence have two 
options:

1. Remove unprofitable products and expand into new or untapped markets, or

2. Diversify to deliver specialised, tailored services and achieve scale

This defining moment, where the leaders diverged from the average providers, 
occurred during the Covid-19 pandemic, “when businesses leveraged the 
unprecedented, yet expected, digital acceleration within financial services to deliver 
multiple solutions from a single platform,” as Mogensen explained. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial services/our insights/global banking annual review 2021 the great divergence/global-banking-annual-review-2021-the-great-divergence-final.pdf
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Capital markets are already anticipating a divergence in financial services 
valuations.
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Strategic decisions made in 2022 will separate the top-performing banks from 
those that are merely keeping afloat. All businesses with a financial offering must 
ask themselves: what are the leaders doing differently? The answer is: rebundling.

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial services/our insights/global banking annual review 2021 the great divergence/global-banking-annual-review-2021-the-great-divergence-final.pdf
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Case study: Ebury

In conversation with Fernando Pierri, chief commercial officer at Ebury, he explains 
how being one of the world’s largest fintech companies specialising in international 
transactions for small and medium-sized enterprises, Ebury had started the process 
of acquiring the Brazilian fintech Bexs, which includes foreign exchange business Bexs 
Banco and payments business Bexs Pay.

The acquisition aims to broaden the company’s offering of international money 
transfer solutions for SMEs, as well as to provide digital services to businesses 
that sell their products online in Brazil, particularly marketplaces, applications, and 
software companies.

Pierri highlights that “Brazil is the biggest country in Latin America and there is huge 
potential for businesses to grow and prosper there. It’s always been our mission to 
establish and expand our footprint in Latin America and this new acquisition will help 
us achieve our plans for the future. 

“By combining Bexs’ unique international cross border e-commerce proposition and 
advanced technology with Ebury’s capabilities and global footprint – present and fully 
regulated in 20 countries – we are able to deliver all around solutions for SMEs in 
Brazil and LatAm in the future.”

He added: “Until now we have worked with various partners to better understand the 
market and the key players in Brazil. One of the partners we worked with was Bexs 
Group, which we were really impressed with given their technological abilities and 
solutions. The Bexs acquisition will help Ebury expand its capabilities in e-commerce 
on top of its SMEs offering, as well as grow its client base and increase its market 
share in Brazil.”
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Case study: PPRO

James Booth, VP and head of partnerships, EMEA at PPRO, has a similar view in 
regard to PPRO’s acquisition of Alpha Fintech. “PPRO acquired Alpha Fintech, a 
next-gen payments technology company, to strengthen our presence and networks 
in Asia Pacific and to accelerate the development of our technology stack to create 
an orchestration API layer for partner access to PPRO services.

“Global payments are evolving faster than ever. Together with Alpha, we provide 
the core infrastructure that enterprises, payment service providers, fintechs and 
banks need to build out and expand their payment platforms. The acquisition 
directly supports our vision of becoming the leading provider of digital payments 
infrastructure, helping to further financial inclusion and drive economic growth 
worldwide. To achieve this vision, we have to better productise and expand our 
offering and transform our operating model.”

Booth adds that the Alpha platform, used by the likes of Bank of New Zealand and 
Grab, expands their remit beyond local and alternative payments, meaning they can 
help partners and customers upgrade their offerings to provide a unified payments 
services suite to their customers. 

“Acquiring Alpha Fintech’s intellectual property, which includes an API orchestration 
layer, will also allow us to accelerate our roadmap and deliver our products faster 
and at scale – all essential to productisation. Equally important, Alpha Fintech has 
strengthened our footprint in the APAC region with a new office in Melbourne, 
Australia.”
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Case study: PayU 

According to Fady Abdel-Nour, global head of M&A and investment at PayU, the 
company has been committed to breaking down the barriers to financial inclusion, 
and investment has always been at the core of their strategy. Starting out as an 
amalgamation of investments made by the Naspers Group (now Prosus), PayU has 
invested more than $5 billion in a diverse range of fintech partnerships.

Abdel-Nour says that PayU’s “dual identity as an investor and an operator means 
we offer startups more than just capital. Our approach centres on people – we 
focus on long-term investments that allow us to build meaningful relationships, 
nurture the growth of both businesses as well as their founders, and support 
solutions that make a difference in the world.”

He explains that their investments cover four key areas connected to a world 
without financial borders where everyone can prosper. Abdel-Nour said that 
PayU pride themselves on “being experts in our local markets, understanding 
the nuances and landscape of each country. When there’s another player that 
has an exceptional offering and a focus on bringing better financial services to a 
market, we look for opportunities to join forces. Rather than competing for market 
share, we concentrate on creating a true market leader that can best serve local 
businesses and people.”

Secondly, on product and technology development, he continued to say that a 
“third of the companies we’ve invested in over the past few years fall within this 
space. These are the cutting-edge businesses that we believe can accelerate our 
vision while improving our core product. Our investments focus on bringing better 
services and value to our merchants and stakeholders around the world, while 
keeping in front of the fast-moving fintech landscape.”
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He added: “We don’t want to reinvent the wheel when we see players who have 
already identified a market gap and developed a fantastic business offering. Our 
collaboration with Red Dot Payments is a perfect example. Working with RDP to 
expand PayU’s reach to Southeast Asia and connecting Red Dot’s online, cross-
border payments business with our own was the ultimate ‘win-win’.

“Being a world-leading fintech investor means keeping an eye on the people, ideas 
and technologies that have the potential to transform our world. We’ve also invested 
in the likes of Remitly (remittances) and Creditas (consumer credit) because we 
believe they are true industry-disruptors.”

Abdel-Nour also mentions that an area of their investment focus is around 
strengthening their product and technology development. “An example of this in 
practice was our acquisition of ZOOZ in 2018 to support our ongoing expansion 
into high growth markets, targeting the ever-growing opportunity in cross-border 
payments.

“The deal followed a successful partnership which, for the first time, gave PayU 
merchants such as Gett and Kiwi.com access to 2.3 billion new customers across 
high growth markets via the ZOOZ-designed PayU Hub platform. It leverages 
PayU’s payments infrastructure and ZOOZ’s state-of-the-art technology to open 
up access to new markets for merchants with global aspirations and sets a new 
standard for payments across borders.

“The PayU Hub’s ‘API first’ design principle ensures that the Hub is a flexible, open 
payment operating system that enables merchants to future-proof their businesses. 
Additionally, the standardisation of PayU’s tech stack will help with lowering the 
cost of servicing and maintenance, both for the platform and for the merchants 
connected to it. The PayU Hub means that acquired fintech companies’ products 
and services can be integrated within the platform, reducing reliance on external 
partners and centralising our products and services in one place for merchants 
anywhere in the world.”
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Fintech companies are reimagining the definition of what a bank can provide. 
Rebundling can offer more value to customers and maximise customer lifetime 
value (CLV). Here are the steps of how rebundling, or the convergence of banking 
services, is already happening. 

Step 1: Expand beyond a single offering
Step 2:  Provide value-added services in house by building or acquiring 

additional services
Step 3:  Focus on verticals that complement your existing propositions and 

those that are requested by your clients
Step 4: Create a single platform business

The Ebury, PPRO and PayU case studies have exemplified that these steps to 
rebundling are successful. But how can ‘successful’ be measured? Cross-selling back 
to the core business? New customer acquisition? Improved customer retention?

Ebury’s Pierri explores how Bexs already has a good infrastructure which will 
help Ebury to accelerate its business in Brazil. “We’ve recently seen some positive 
moves from the Central Bank of Brazil in softening the FX rules and how they 
operate in the country, which will give more opportunities to companies to enter 
the marketplace. Brazil is the 12th largest economy in the world, and this means the 
potential to do business is big. The economy is very closed, but it is more and more 
open to international trade. The acquisition of Bexs Banco has not only been the 
right move for Ebury but also for our current and prospective clients.”

03     |   Four steps to rebundling
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PPRO’s Booth believes that by adding Alpha’s technology to their own, they are now 
able to offer a next-generation orchestration layer that will enable their partners 
to integrate products and services faster and at scale. “Ultimately, our partners will 
benefit the most by having the ability to cover more global payment flows, integrate 
additional third-party applications with ease, strengthen their risk and compliance 
capabilities, bridge the gap between online and in-store, and tap into more data 
insights.”

PayU’s Abdel-Nour concludes by explaining that there are a range of ways to 
measure success, depending on the investment. “When we look at our core 
payments business, for example, we have seen continuous growth in the past 
two years. In 2020, we recorded a 45% growth compared to the previous year, 
totalling a $25 billion value processed. We continued to grow in 2021, achieving 
$33 billion worth of value processed with year-on-year growth of 34%. Our 
continued innovation, product development and geographic expansion, supported 
by investments, have enabled this strong growth. As a result, these acquisitions have 
made the business more valuable to our customers, providing them with solutions 
they need, such as credit services, single API integration and more.”
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How big is too big? Rebundling can support aggressive growth and companies that 
want to continuously build upon their platforms. This is a natural part of evolution, 
but there is a subtle and very important difference to building and expanding a 
platform without becoming a conglomerate. 

As Banking Circle Group’s Mogensen states, conglomerates bundle up every 
decade and then sell off their specialisms. “This cycle must be avoided, but 
companies must prioritise augmenting platforms with relevant adjacent 
propositions. Although bundling is a tried and tested strategy, learnings from the 
telecommunications industry also teach us that, often, customers may not be 
convinced that their bundled offering truly meets their needs.”

Further, the price discount offered through bundled products may not be as 
attractive as when services were sold and discounted individually. Alongside this, 
the process of purchasing a bundle may be cumbersome, and bundling or rebundling 
could lead to cannibalisation of existing profits, rather than an overall increase in 
revenue. 

As explained in a blog post for Mobilise, “thanks to market consolidation and a 
growing appetite for multi-play services among consumers, there is certainly a 
bright future for bundling in telecoms, although it’s not all plain sailing.” The article 
continued: “This dual-play trend gives evidence that bundling is not a slam dunk 
for new players, key to ensuring continued success with a bundling strategy is to 
ensure there is ongoing innovation with products and services offered and the user 
experience for purchasing and managing the bundle of products is compelling.”

04     |    Should we rebundle everything 
we unbundled?

https://www.mobiliseglobal.com/bundling-in-telecoms-whats-next/
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Figure 7: Traditional bundled subscriptions as percentage of bundled subscriptions, 2017-21
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New financial players are sourcing better deals, providing discounts and advanced 
tools to their customers. This strategic transformation has already been tried and 
tested by other industries and it has been proven that rebundling can offer more 
value to customers. 

Disruption and innovation is no longer enough. The shift to a rebundling model will 
ensure that those that are making continual, substantial change will be successful 
leaders in the industry. However, the customer must always be prioritised, and their 
needs must be met. 

It must be considered that rebundled products may not be as attractive as the same 
services sold individually and can also cannibalise existing profits. 

Therefore, for rebundling to be a success, organisations must expand beyond a 
single offering, provide value-added services in house by building or acquiring 
additional services, focus on verticals that complement your existing propositions 
and those that are requested by your clients and create a single platform business.

05     |    Conclusion
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This report is published by Finextra Research.

Finextra Research is the world’s leading specialist financial 
technology news and information source. It offers more than 
130,000 fintech news, features and TV content items to 
some 800,000 monthly visitors to www.finextra.com.

Finextra covers all aspects of financial technology innovation 
involving banks, institutions and vendor organisations within 
the wholesale and retail banking, payments and cards sectors 
worldwide. Finextra’s unique member community consists of 
over 40,000 fintech professionals and 200,000 social followers 
working inside banks and financial institutions, specialist 
fintechs, consulting organisations and technology providers. 

The Finextra community actively participates in contributing 
opinions, ideas and comments on the evolution of fintech. 

For more information:

Visit www.finextra.com and become a member,  
follow @finextra or reach us via contact@finextra.com.

Banking Circle Group

Banking Circle Group is a next generation financial technology platform for global 
commerce. With offices worldwide and payment flows of more than EUR 250bn, 
Banking Circle Group serves payment companies, banks, global marketplaces and 
online merchants, helping them accelerate the digitalisation of their customer and 
supply-chain interactions with modern age financial solutions. 

At the centre of the Banking Circle ecosystem, licenced bank, Banking Circle S.A. 
offers global cross-border payments, accounts and liquidity management through 
the first and only global hub for real-time clearing and settlement with direct API 
access. This is surrounded by a rich set of complementary e-commerce solutions, 
including revenue- based financing, business payments & card issuing, B2B Buy 
Now Pay Later and account-to-account payment methods.  

Banking Circle Group comprises separate, affiliated companies across different 
regulatory regimes. For further information regarding Banking Circle S.A., 
YouLend, SEPAexpress, B4B Payments and Biller, and how they are licensed and 
regulated, please visit bankingcirclegroup.com where you will find links to their 
respective websites.

Banking Circle Group is owned by EQT VIII and EQT Ventures, in partnership with 
Banking Circle S.A.’s founders. The Group entities have offices in Amsterdam, 
Copenhagen, London, Newcastle, Luxembourg, Munich, Singapore, Boston 
(Massachusetts), Stamford (Connecticut) and Vilnius.  
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